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Abstractâ€”The purpose of this paper is to elucidate the ma- jor classification of the research in mobile marketing. It
provides the trend and common approach in.

Journal of Marketing Studies, Vol. Classification Model devices that have very quickly become daily
necessities The first step in our approach to develop a research for many teenagers and young adults [53] who
agenda was to build a classification model that would be continuously carry their mobile phone within reach
and used to classify the articles and proposed research regard it as status symbol as well as for adults who
question. With the recent rise in based retailer Target [11] have incorporated these new adoption of mobile
devices and particular smartphones, mobile practices into their marketing activities. For instance, researches
show that young people have very positive attitude towards mobile marketing, whereas older people is more
reluctant to have mobile advertisements and more cautious about their privacy. Offering prizes, promotions or
incentives on mobile marketing programs is the easiest way to ensure a positive consumer attitude. The "max"
indicated the highest scale and "min" represented the lowest scale selected regarding that particular variable.
Given the mobile marketing allows immediate action, it is very appropriate especially for launching time-
limited campaigns, offers or coupons. Finally, the fifth section concludes with a discussion about key findings
of the study. Trust 3. And Problem Statement part discusses the stimulating factors to apply this research. The
ability of the mobile marketing application or campaign to entertain the consumer is one of the most important
factors determining the consumer attitude. Most mobile marketing research has been directed on developed
countries, but empirical evidence suggests that there are considerable differences between developed and
developing countries. These results implied that South African university students considered trust, privacy
and risk as the main factors influencing their behaviour in adopting mobile marketing. A total of students
participated in the study and data was collected from the respondents for four months from February, to May, 
Systems, Vol. Regulators are essential components of mobile marketing ecosystem, as they play a protective
and balancing role both for consumers and companies. Mobile Marketing Research 2. In order to successfully
implement this approach, the researcher established a list of the crucial variables emanating from the literature
and through personal consultations with other researchers in the field of marketing. Piedah Besh 1 Int. To
make an evaluation of these factors, Table 4 presented the output from the analysis of descriptive statistics for
all the variables deemed to influence the mobile marketing experience. The report indicates that winners of the
cycle will create more capitalization in the market, whereas some others will try to survive or will fail; simply
it is expected that there will be a milestone in mobile marketing with a natural selection process. At the end of
the spectrum Isolating academic peer-reviewed journals, we was the Perceived Value sub-category with only 3
selected articles that were relevant and removed those articles published on the subject during the 3-year that
did not cover the topic of Mobile Marketing as period. Table 4 highlighted the findings with respect to relative
importance of trust, relevance, risk, shopping style, location based and privacy in influencing mobile
marketing acceptance amongst university students in South Africa. Foreword [5] Vgl.


